
The wisdom of a smart group is greater than the brainpower of its smartest member.  
- Twyla Tharp

Week Ten Visual Journal Assignment 
{clearly label this assignment inside of your visual journal}

1. We understand that sometimes juggling being an artist & a student can be very overwhelming. 
Balancing life definitely takes practice…hopefully this VJ assignment can help in sorting things out;)

2. Using any materials you would like, create a FULL PAGE self portrait that communicates how you feel 
as an ARTIST. Think about all elements & principles of design, color theory and artistic style.

3. Using any materials you would like, create a FULL PAGE self portrait that communicates how you feel 
as a STUDENT. Think about all elements & principles of design, color theory and artistic style.

THIS IS NOT DUE NEXT WEEK. Your third VJ checkpoint is WEEK THIRTEEN.
Your Visual Journal is your landing zone for ALL THINGS WASH....so please us it!

REMINDER: Your visual journal represents 20% of your final grade in both surface & space studio.

What is DUE NEXT WEEK? {Read handouts...all DEADLINE information time/date is there}
SURFACE Monday/Tuesday- Slide Transfer Final critique; progress should be happening with your 
Imagined Collaboration project
SPACE Monday/Tuesday- GIF phase one Wednesday/Thursday- Final GIF critique; Contained 
Compositions…work on harvesting containers & objects!
LECTURE: {4/1} Quiz #2 at the start of lecture….make sure to arrive on time!!!

Quiz #2 Review {quiz #2 is on April 1st at the start of lecture}
25 questions; multiple choice & matching. No scantron is needed.
- Elements & Principles of Design {!!!!}
- Color Theory & vocabulary
- Vocabulary found on Slide Transfer, Contained Composition & GIF handouts
- Artist Presentations from 3/18

UPCOMING: 
4.8 = Imagined Collaboration Critique
4.15 = Menil Field Trip {attendance will be taken}; VJ checkpoint #3

Materials needed ASAP? {being prepared = fun}
:: ALL supplies listed on material list. Bring them all to each studio. 
:: Be prepared in surface & space studio with ALL of your materials for Slide Transfer, GIF {laptops!} & 
Imagined Collaboration projects. 

Lost? {we know stuff...ask us!!}
:: Email a process image of your work + we will tell you if you are on the right track
:: Hunt thru our WASH fb page for inspiration {sampling} NOT straight up copying!
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